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Canada was one of the first nations to seize the quantum opportunity and make major investments into research. Canada has key players in all aspects of quantum technology, across the country from Vancouver to Waterloo to Sherbrooke and beyond.The Waterloo region is the anchor of Canadian effort, where we have established a complete ecosystem, from fundamental research to commercialization, to foster and nurture all aspect of a quantum industry – known today as The Quantum Valley.
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We typically hear a lot about quantum computing. Yet there is a larger opportunity - quantum information. Quantum information research and technologies offer new, fundamentally more powerful platforms in areas of computing, communication, devices and materials. Yes, the holy grail is a universal quantum computer, but we at IQC believe there are much shorter term, broader opportunities are beyond quantum computing.In Waterloo, we are exploring all aspects of the quantum by building a broad research agenda across the spectrum of quantum information and with adaptability to take advantage of emerging opportunities as well.The ultimate goal is to build a quantum industry in CanadaCreate an ecosystem to foster discovery, and nurture commercialization. Over the past 15 years, a Public-Private partnership has established a strong and versatile research base in quantum information from theory to experiments (IQC/PI). From theoretical physics exploring the vast questions of our universe at the Perimeter Institute to the Institute for Quantum Computing where we focus on harnessing the quantum laws of nature to develop transformational technologies.As research advances drive closer to technologies, private investors have sparked research accelerators and venture capital firms to commercialize quantum technologies emerging from the labs.In total, over $1.6B has been invested in the Quantum Valley ecosystem from public, philanthropic and industry investments.



Perimeter Institute
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Briefly mention that disruptive technologies are deeply rooted in theoretical physics. They look at the big questions about the universe and generate 250 researchers and trainees9 research areasCuriosity driven researchStrong educational outreach



Institute for Quantum Computing
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IQC, located at the university of Waterloo, is bridging theory and experiments in quantum information science and technologyIQC’s has a market-facing mandate to push forward the science toward commercially viable devicesHas a wide-breath research agenda: from looking at theoretical questions about the capabilities and limitations of quantum information, to performing experiments to developing devices that are commercially viable



Institute for Quantum Computing
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Despite the name of the institute, Quantum computing is one promise of quantum information science and Technology. IQC looks that all the opportunitie that Quantum information offer.IQC is building infrastructure and establishing a critical mass of researchers in other areas that will benefit from quantum, namely computing, communication and security, quantum sensors and quantum material and other yet to be discoveredLooking at a variety of physical platform (list them) as they all have advantages and challenges, and interested in building devices that are commercially viable: Cancer cetection, oil exploiration, tire manufacturing…IQC is a community of over 200 researchers, postdoctoral fellows, and students with a bold research agenda and program for growth. Beside world-class research, IQC is also committed to play a leading role in training the next generation of quantum aware scientists, engineers and business leaders. We offer a variety of educational program for all career stage.



Institute for Quantum Computing
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Facilities plays a critical role in the development of quantum technologies. Since the early days of IQC, we had a focused on building world-class facilities needed to study, understand, control and develop quantum devices:State-of-the-art building specifically designed for quantum experimentsQuantumNano Fabrication facility and a a full metrology suite for characterizationUnique custom-made material growth facility specialized for quantum materialsUltra-quiet labs to develop the most-precise quantum sensors and imagers	



Accelerating research

Transformative Quantum Technologies
$140M IQC research accelerator

Quantum Valley Ideas Lab
$40M for development to market

Quantum Valley Investment
$100M VC fund for commercialization

Lazaridis Institute (Laurier University)
Management of Technology
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Quantum technologies are not just the technologies of the future. We are seeing technologies emerge from research labs today. To take full advantage of these opportunities, a variety of programs are available in Waterloo Region – from research accelerators to prototyping and development programs to venture capital funds. The newest addition to the Quantum Valley ecosystem is the Lazaridis School of Business and Economics at Wilfrid Laurier University. This program is focused on educating business leaders in emerging technology fields.Transformative Quantum Technologies initiative (IQC)Develop and deploy impactful quantum technologies3 grand challengesScalable quantum computerLong-distance quantum communication via satelliteCommercially viable quantum sensors Early adopter programQuantum Valley Ideas LabsVery focused pre-incubation of iigh-impact techologies 



Global collaboration
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At Waterloo, we collaborate with researchers and industry partners from around the world because we believe that global collaboration is paramount for the advancement of the field and to accelerate the impact quantum technologies can have on society and the global economy.
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